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FLYING COUNTING
ROBOTS
In this exclusive interview, we find out from DroneScan director Craig Leppan how drones are
being used inside warehouses and what Ireland’s retail giant Musgrave thinks of this technology
since its launch at its Kilcock site. Kirsty Adams reports.

Kirsty Adams (KA): What do your drones
actually do in the warehouse?
Craig Leppan (CL): The DroneScan system
scans products and pallets in warehouses. The
drone lifts a barcode scanner up to the high
shelves and moves down the aisles scanning
pallet barcodes, while the operator receives live
feedback as it scans.
KA: High accuracy counting robot drones –
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will this really take off?

scan a high barcode on a product.

CL: Of course! We believe it will, hence our
three-year investment in this space and the
technology needed to make it happen. Drones
have already proven their incredible productivity
in the outdoor space, reducing the high cost of
what would have been the use of helicopters to
get the same aerial advantage.
Our view on drones for indoor is essentially the
same, we have proven even with manual flight
and the limitations of current battery life that
the time to scan barcodes with our system on a
drone is dramatically quicker than the status quo,
which is typically your indoor ‘helicopter’ also
known as a forklift, cherry picker and man cage.
Just like it’s in inherently dangerous to put
a man into a helicopter and send them into
dangerous aerial situations like photographing
Lava in volcanoes, its much lower risk to send a
cheap drone to do the job. The same applies for
warehouse stock count, people are being lifted
up 8m or more inside a cage or on a forklift to

KA: I saw the robots operate at -25 degrees
in Musgrave’s freezer at the same event.
Why is this product particularly attractive for
this environment?
CL: Frozen environments limit the time that
humans can operate without a break. Typically
40 minutes. To scan 40 barcodes in frozen could
take 40 minutes today using manual methods.
We have shown we can do 400 in that time
frame. Anywhere you can improve a process by
10-fold you can introduce innovation.
KA: What are the main benefits for
warehouse managers in using this? How will
it speed up their operation and save them
money?
CL: More frequent cycle counts that are possibly
too expensive in terms of man power to run
today. Less cost, lower risk of injury, lower
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MUSGRAVE IMPLEMENT DRONESCAN AT CORK SITE
On a recent visit to Cork, Musgrave Retail Partners’ Kilcock
Depot manager Ray Peelo, told us his thoughts on this new
scanning technology.

With that you can see a reduction in wasted activities such as scratches
within your pick process or extra moves on fork lift tasks, for example. Other
benefits for me would be how easy it is to use, it certainly works.

Kirsty Adams (KA): How has DroneScan changed your operation so
far?

KA: You say it’s at the start of its journey, how would you like to see
this technology develop?

Ray Peelo (RP): DroneScan is at the leading edge of automation
technology. I see huge potential in it, but I believe we’re at the start of the
journey. There are benefits around stock integrity as the drone’s scanner is
more efficient than humans doing the stock take. It also allows you to be
more proactive around stock taking which is usually a reactive activity. With
this, you can target certain areas, in your warehouse – be that high value
fast moving lines – where you know the stock integrity can be questionable.

RP: The next phase for me would be for it to do more than just scan a
barcode. We have a process where we let down pallets to shelves ( so if we
had 100 pallets in a reserve slot and our system told us to let down ten, it
would then tell us to put 90 back up into the reserve). The DroneScan will
only currently scan the bar code, it won’t count the fact that there’s 90 on
the pallet. So, that’s an enhancement I’d like to see. I’d also like to see the
drone able to do small picking orders.

operations cost for scanning etc.
KA: How can you see this technology
developing further in a warehouse
environment?
CL: We are working ground up, integrating into
WMS systems like CSnx from WCS and solving
for the technical issues and procedures that will
be there whether the drone is autonomous or
not.
Any good new system must first be
implemented manually at low volume to prove it

works. Then you can speed up with automation
and AI.
We are riding the wave of drone innovation
where longer flight times, autonomy and AI
will all be added to the commercial drones we
use. We have already seen a lot of this in two
years from DJI, the latest models can avoid
obstacles, are smaller and lighter and cheaper.
Our technology will follow suit, costs will come
down and other players will enter to create a
competitive environment. n
www.dronescan.com
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